CUPBOARD-TO-CURB CONTROL WITH TANDEM INSECTICIDE
Controlling all the different pests that threaten your customers’ properties can seem like a daunting task. To provide cupboard-to-curb protection for more
than 90 pests, rely on Tandem® insecticide from Syngenta Professional Pest Management for quick and efficient control throughout your customers’ homes.
Application Tips
This diagram highlights the flexible use pattern that Tandem offers you and your technicians as you
treat a customer’s home. Explore the numbers located throughout the house to learn how Tandem can
be used in these locations.
KITCHEN

ATTIC

1. Door – Ants can trail around doors and windows, in
cabinets and behind or under refrigerators, sinks and stoves.
Apply as a spot, crack-and-crevice and/or void treatment to
ant trails around these areas.

6. Attic – Flying insects such as mosquitoes, wasps and flies
can inhabit attics, crawl spaces and other areas indoors, as
well as in and around garages and storage sheds outside.
Tandem can be applied in these spaces to provide control
and protection from these insects.

2. Cabinets – Use Tandem as a spot or crack-and-crevice
treatment in cupboards, shelving and storage areas to
control pantry pests such as cockroaches, saw-toothed
grained beetles, confused flour beetles, red flour beetles and
cigarette beetles.
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3. Stove – In addition to applying Tandem behind and under
residential kitchen appliances such as stoves, refrigerators
and sinks, Tandem is also approved for use in commercial
food-handling establishments, in which food is held,
processed, prepared or served. (See product label.)
LIVING ROOM
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4. Furniture – Tandem can be applied as a spot, crack-andcrevice and/or void treatment to corners, storage areas, closets,
doors, windows, cabinets and behind or under furniture to
control spiders, cockroaches and other crawling insects.
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BEDROOM
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5. Headboard – For control of bed bugs, apply as a spot,
crack-and-crevice or void treatment behind attached
headboards, baseboards, mirrors and picture frames, as well
as around moldings, door frames, window frames, shelving
and edges of carpet or other floor coverings. Do not use on
bed linens, bed frames, mattresses, box springs, or other
areas where human contact is common.
Researchers at Rutgers University have found that an
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) approach can be an
effective way to control bed bugs. For example, significant
bed bug reduction can occur when a steam application is
directed at bed bugs found on mattresses, box springs, bed
frames and sofas, and then supplemented with a chemical
application to labeled areas.
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PMPs can view the full product label and detailed application
instructions at www.SyngentaPMP.com/Tandem.

ON THE SIDE OF THE HOUSE
7. Side of house – Tandem can be applied as a perimeter band
around a house.
PATIO
8. Patio – To withstand temperature extremes and various
weather conditions when applied outdoors, Tandem features
the power of iCAP™ technology. This proprietary innovation
developed by Syngenta protects the formulation of Tandem
from harsh environmental factors. With microcaps of multiple
sizes that release over time, Tandem provides immediate as
well as residual control for up to three months.
LAWN
9. Flowers/Shrubs – The systemic action of Tandem makes
it an ideal solution to control honeydew producers, such as
aphids and whiteflies, and maintain outdoor areas where turf
and ornamentals are grown.
10. Grass – Tandem offers Pest Management Professionals
(PMPs) a full turf-application label so that they only have to
carry one product to control more than 90 pests indoors and
outdoors.
11. Dog house – To control nuisance fleas and ticks, apply
Tandem to kennels, yards and other areas where pets may
frequent. Ensure animals and people cannot access treated
areas until the spray deposit has dried.

Choose Tandem so you can apply in more places,
effectively control more pests and quickly get your
customers’ lives back to normal. Contact your
local sales representative for more information.

In the State of New York, Tandem may only be applied for indoor uses.
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